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ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION 
 

(:06).  we are going towards our ultimate goal, bringing in our position to take man into 

space. As part of this program .. on the 3rd of September, 2 weeks from today, at 2 PM 

in afternoon in the presence of a number of ambassadors and dignitaries, we'll show the 

first 2 Enhancement Units (EU) in Linz, Austria.  (:08). As it is considered a 

breakthrough in science, first day to be  .. opened by the Iranian ambassador .. 

the 3 flags of the nations will be present … Exhibition is booked from the 3rd of 

September to the 30th of September. First day is totally for the ambassadors,  and press  

On Tuesday we'll start letting the public in .. 

(:10).   

 

 

Technology Transferred to Iran for Space Development:  

 

.. In this exhibition we will have all the technologies of the KF up to present time 

displayed and will be shown.  (:12).  .. this T from there on will be transferred to Iran 

for the space development, that we endeavor with a university in Iran to phase into the 

space development, and space flights out of Iran in a very short time. Next Thursday KF 

will make a announcement in respect to our movement, when and how, and we will go 

to Iran as a KF team for development of space T, and we take and will become a 

permanent residence organization in Iran. The KF of Iran has been registered under the 

banner of the support of the officials, and we take shape and welcome the new company 

in Iran which is started. Many operations in Iran will take shape, which will be made 

international cooperation and as the Iranian officials have requested the "golden key,' in 

respect to T development, disposal, or information transfer, we have to abide by the 

golden key, which means the Iranian officials will have the final say in any T and the 

limitation of it that can be disclosed, which is developed by the Iranian scientists. We 

have not achieved the final conclusion, we have such a golden key with another 

government, which means 6 months they have all the advantage of other nations, in 

comparison in achieving a breakthrough. Any development in the country will stay the 

property of the KF,  (:14). and just the limitation of what could be the 6 months 

disclosed. This could be flight, deep space flight, and any other breakthrough 

technologies which appear, but .. economical advantages in nations in how they develop 

it, will be considered to be the priority for them. The 6 months advantage time.  

 

As we have , we are going through this // development, which we have broken through 

these universal systems which we have shown in past few weeks, and we get a lot of 

inquires from people to tell us that they haven't understood part of it  … or whatever. 

We open today for discussion about the systems we have tried to develop with you in 

the past few weeks. So today is  .. question and answer time. If you have any questions 

in this respect …     

 

(:16).  about the Cup of Man, the vertical and horizontal, and the solid state matter 

systems. ..  

Q:  … repeat  in Cup ???   we can now use it for all the diseases, drink it, patches, the 

Pen, and not need to use the 4 basic Gans's anymore.  



K- draws the 5 Cups.  #4 is Cup of Inertia. or you mean Cup 2?   (:18).  

Q: Can you go over the 5 Cups again …  (:20).  

 

The 5 Cups Systems Deliberately Left Open for KS to Expand Knowledge:  

 

K- We have deliberately left these open for you to create different animals, different 

plants condition, different solid state matters and different liquids. We gave you a 

guideline. And so you have to decide, how you see it, not all the animals are the same. 

How you want to structure it. We gave you rough guides of … direction of the soul, 

direction of the basic position, or in the other Cup we gave you another position. Or in 

another Cup we gave you different position in respect to material. And this is how we 

ant you to develop this T, it's not anymore what you see, you do, and you copy. It's for 

you to take it further and understand it. This is the whole purpose of this new teaching. 

We taught you last week about the … the horizontal plates, the position of it, the ?? way 

it >  (:22). We try to get you to expand the knowledge, where you decide to use a flat or 

a coil, or do you decide to use a spiral coil, or .. a MaGrav unit coils. This is what we 

endeavor to show for you to start expanding. Now you are talking about the, let's say 

mint, or you want to speak about creating the energy of an apple. We have given the 

guideline what it should get, what it should structure. If you change the plate from to Zn 

to ?? (alloy), or you change your middle core from one metal to another. The whole 

purpose of these teachings is to stop copycat and just follow, but open the horizon of 

knowledge.  

Q:  Cup of the STP .. can we use that for all the diseases ..? 

K- No, it depends what you created that Cup with.  (:24). And how you decide to do it. 

Those of you who made Cup of ?? whatever horizontal, or even the solid state matter, 

you must have seen that you soul Cups are mainly clear. But as I say, ?/ depends who 

has set it up. In the lab when you look at the Cup of souls of each products, or which 

structures, we see a total clear, more or less Cups. Whatever you put it, it works out. But 

what did you learn from setting these Cups. Or did you again went to look what is the 

material at the end of it, at the bottom of it. And just use the Gans's or did you look at 

what is the field effect on it. What happened when you stay close to it. What happened 

when you moved it in certain position in the house, which one and what effects you see. 

And this is part we want you to move on to. Extension of the knowledge, no more spoon 

feeding. And come back and report what have you made, how it is made, use the KF,  

(:26). channels to release what you have found. What is the effect for example of 

putting a flat plate here or a coil, what would you get, is there any difference, and is the 

field strength of the apple, or orange, or a herb?  

 

If Condition is Improved by Herb, then that is the Fields Strength Spectrum:  

 

If you had a condition, and let's say every time you took mint for it, and the condition 

improved, and you go into the system and you stand there and you get the same 

improvement, so it means part of the spectrum of the energy is of the mint strength. 

Then build a system for it. Teach it. This is not come and take and do anymore. The 

whole structure of understanding is to apply, test, and bring what you learned into 

public. What are the variations if you use a coil, or a flat plate,  (:28). or a spiral. Look 

at the Gans's. Why you get this a specific colors, now we have the whole setup we see 

it. You want to use it and run. You do it and come and tell us what you have achieved 

and done with it. Have any of you tried the horizontal plates yet, have any of you gone 

to produce gases? How many of you have tired to produce materials in the matter state?  



Any other questions?  

 

Best Way to Nano Coat Fe:  

 

(:30). Q; What is the best way to Nano coat Fe?  

K- Fe can be N coated in different ways. The way I do it, and have done it for years … 

is to take a mixture of caustic, I take a mixture of caustic, I take another mixture of K 

(Potassium), high ratio of K and you put your metal in the middle, and you put the rest 

of the caustic under. You have to add ?? hot water into it, in a very rapid way and keep 

it closed. This is one of the ways to do it. If you know how to do a plasma transfer, use 

it. Or try to do it with heat. You can go into certain ways of using high temperature and 

you could achieve that way too. (:32).  ?? for some look at the temperature chart, what is 

the melting point you need to reach, that melting point, but at the same time depending 

where you are in a water environment, loosing too much heat transfer, you can roughly 

say what you are going to get for ??  

Any other question?    

 

(confused ..)  

Q: about Phosphorus transition to dark matter  

Q: 

K- Why do you  

 

(:34).  

Q: When you were teaching about the plants, I know you were purposefully vague, and 

my brain starts to really run around in circles … 

you said you also have to CO2 … so do we still need Zn and Cu? 

K- In animal kingdom yes.  

Q: back to vertical people, the greenies? 

K- Yes,  

Q: If we look at the physical Cup on the top for the vertical people, and you are looking 

would one be able to replace N plates with,  (:36). with pieces of the plant, as your coil,  

.. can I use the leaves and connect them up or am I being a bit fanciful?  

K- ask your question again 

Q: If we are looking at the physicality Cup at the top .. 

K- You just want to hang it in, what is the purpose. 

Q: Did you hear my question or you're just not answering me? 

K- No. Ask your question again. 

Q: If we are using the physicality of the plant at the top, . could we use leaves . 

    

(:38).  K- You want to hang the leaves in. What is the purpose? 

Q: I am wanting the physicality of that grapevine it is very specific, so I could do that or 

have a plate, but then your N, then add a leaf of the grape to give it a specific of the 

grapevine . 

K- Yes you can do it goes back to the story of the orange, doesn't it. 

Q: Yes  .. 

K- But this time you try to repeat the soul of, or the physicality of the plant through it's 

soul. 

Q: Yes, are we looking at those elements in those Cups as well. … to me it just doesn't 

seem like Cu and Zn is always the right for the plants .. 

K- You know the Zn is there the Ca is there .. if you look at different vegetation, they 



attract different energies from the environment and the land they're it. That's why we get 

different combinations, so you can do the same. In the exhibition we'll show systems … 

and we show how the next step of the development of the T will come. That would you 

need a food, water, apple and how you get it.  (:40). In essence we transfer the energy to 

the STM. It's very much like when you dream with your mother you're sitting and 

having .. your favorite food, it's not just the visual, you taste it, you smell it through 

your soul. You create the emotion of enjoying eating with your mother. So now you 

have the chance now. This is a zero-time communication in a very different way then 

what man is used to. But gradually we have to take you through it, as I said a couple of 

weeks ago, we started teaching you communication. to what extent you understand it, or 

you all become copycats and just do, he says, this and that. Try to understand the T try 

to add to it.  

 

In so many ways, I have opened a totally different way in understanding and I see 

exactly the same dilemma, situation we had with the MaGrav Units. I have seen a video 

form john, he has added some waters, what else can you add. What is the new 

dimension into it.   (:42). What are the possibilities .. 

We try to move KS away from copycat .  

Somehow we can't stop this. You think of it, bring it, test it, show it. Now you become a 

creator .. 

Have you created the right Inertia that can give gold. Have we created the right MG 

field of the Earth at a given point of the Inertia to give you the gold.  

(:44).  What is the extent of your real involvement in understanding the field flow. 

Expand the knowledge and teach the knowledge. .. 

 

There is no initiative to create a new dimension of knowledge .. 

This is where I am trying to push  .. look at the fields it creates .. 

 

 

Can I use this,, then I don't need to fee myself. What does the Gans you produced at the 

end do. The Gans releases energy, what energy does it release and what energy does it 

take?  (:46). Because it has to take from you something, that you can take from it. What 

can you give that it can take? I do not see any new imitative, new ways, something to 

add, this is where we are pushing you , to .. bring a new dimensions … how do these 

fields operate.  it has become monkey see monkey does again. Then they say, he takes 

all the T to Iranians. I said, no, I don't take all the T to Chinese either. Because you are 

not making that leap, you don't add to the knowledge. It takes very little for me to 

change the EU to a flight system. I don't see anybody doing it. …  (:48). We are trying 

to get you into the position of interactive knowledge .. or at least move to the next step.  

What if you move the cat next to it .. 

how would the plant grow.. or would your system learn form the plant to produce the 

materials, then you don't need the plant anymore because the energy of it is there. you 

don't need to use the Gans. We are trying to move you out of monkey see .. 

 

When we start teaching about the soul, showing how you can enhance your visible 

systems.  (:50). we have some objection in Iran they say you cannot speak about the 

soul because it is against the religion. Why can't we. Because where and how are you 

going to feed yourself in the space. There is no religion in respect to how to feed 

yourself in the space. Is it in any of the religious books, any of the prophets have taught 

how to feed yourself in the space…. 



so we can't go any further because it is not in the books. if we go to the next step, we 

have to find a new way to feed our body without killing animals in the space, or the 

minute we see something, how it will feed me. Excuse me, space is not .. millions of 

years ago on this planet testing the foods to see which one kills and which one gives 

better results. Creatures in the U are not your herb plant pots, if it helps me digesting 

this and that. And the only way we can do it is to give you the sandbox. If you have a 

headache continuously and you build a system  (:52). which is organized slightly 

different then the ?? and you sit near it, and it takes your headache away. or feeds you .. 

then this system is god?? it interacts with you or with your soul , or with the source of 

the energy which you take. that it generates the energy that you need. we have to be 

open, we have to understand how we are moving into the next step .. we are not looking 

for other things to feed us, we are looking how we can tap into the U energy to get what 

we need. Dependence on plants and animals has come to an end. Find a way, bring it to 

be as it has to. Bring it to a condition and explain and teach the others. We want you to 

move into the direction that when we open the space you are fully equipped to live in 

the space, within the space, within the time and space. If you look at it,  (:54). in 1960s 

Americans went to the Moon, ..  to the space. and even last week in 2020s, couple of 

weeks ago, and (compared to) 1969, we haven't gone very far, have we. We still land 

like a monkey in the ocean to be picked up, we still have not moved anywhere, even if 

you make this .. in 50 years the space T stands still. It's stands still, zero progress.  .. 

space T has come to a halt ..  Where is our next step?  50 years we broke in the space 

and still landing in sea like a monkey waiting for someone to pick us. Unless we create 

a new knowledge, .. a new understanding with the new plasma T, with a new 

understanding of the M fields and G fields,   (:56). and you as KS take a step, in 2029, 

in 2089 you are still in the same dilemma. Then you take off, how are you going to feed 

yourself. bring the energies to yourself. The limit of space T today is the air you can 

breath and the food you can have. We send the latest rocket T, did you hear the speak to 

Mr. Nelson in NASA propulsion, head of 2030 Mars mission. Ask him one question . 

you go 7 months stay a few weeks, have you grown anything on Mars that we can bring 

back, or we bring the rocket back, but 2 months before landing we run out of food, 

dead. You bring bodies back.  

 

The progress of the space T which you will see come out of Iran in a short time solves 

this problem. Man can stay in the space indefinitely. And the tools of it have been 

taught to you in the past 4 - 5 weeks.  What you have been taught in the past 6 weeks, is 

beyond comprehension of the space people.   (:58). I have brought you forward 

hundreds of years and you are still battling with what Gans's you want.  

 

Next week KF puts a system on for sale. You will see it. It will be for about 10 or 

20,000 Euro, why? We will show you how to see the Gans will be, inside your body. Up 

to now you have seen the Gans's in the atmospheric condition of the Earth. This unit 

will be an evolution in science, because your body is a vacuum, if you can create the 

right Gans's it will pop up like a popcorn, otherwise you'll see nothing, it's just another 

vacuum.  

 

I am taking the space T ahead by hundreds of years, and if the KS would still like to 

play with whatever, you're quite welcome. There are people still in Africa walk 

barefoot, and the same we see in New Orleans, worse then Africa. The New T, has to be 

understood we progress not just by lifting up and landing in the ocean, we in the spans 

of the U, the same as every galaxy does. This is why I keep on telling you, forget about 



he Gans's, forget about whatever you have,  (1:00). the plates, see what the fields does. 

See how you can travel in the fields of, how can you extract the fields of, to satisfy 

certain conditions. How many of you have even tried to, instead of making gold and 

silver, create a condition of love, care, in your systems?  

 

 

In the Enhancement Units (EU), which will be displayed in 2 weeks time, there is a very 

hidden characteristics in it. What have we done? We have transferred in the emotion of 

the peace, and unifying humanity, into the system. Any man enters the system will feel 

peaceful. Because none of you have gone to that extent to understand what to do. If you 

can transfer the emotion of peace, we can transfer the emotion of "no hunger, no war."  

(1:02). The EU have been loaded, configuration, today. What would be the outcome 

when the system runs? Since the early hours of this morning we have been loading, 

making materials to be, because it's time to move ..  into the real space T, and when you 

come to the exhibition, we won't let you go inside, and we know a lot of you would like. 

Because we don't know what you are short of, what is the consequence of you going in 

there. It's not that I want to go in, I feel. No. What is the expectation from your inner 

being in being in the system? It's a different ball game. The time has come for you to 

achieve this, and extend the knowledge. I have given you a universal system in past few 

weeks. And you are still playing with what Gans's and what.  

 

When I tell you, within a few weeks when I arrive in Iran, we'll launch the space T 

beyond your imagination. And if the Americans have landed on the Moon, we'll bring 

the shoes back to show if they did, really.   (1:04). Is the whatever, on Mars, we'll bring 

you face to face with it. All these guesses, did anybody go to the Moon, in the next few 

months will be answered. I have given and taken to the nation and governments of 

Ayatollah Khamenei not Rohanni, that I will take Iran into space within the next few 

months. But not with rockets, not with launch pads, not with the spacesuit. You have the 

tools, and everything I use is what I have taught to you. Try to understand the field 

interaction, not how you make Gans's. What does these Gans's teach you that is a 

sandbox for you to move in the direction of enhancing, using, utilizing, interacting, the 

fields of the U in the atmospheric condition of this planet for you to have a peaceful 

coexistence. Everything is on the table.  (1:06).  

 

Try to understand the field interaction. try to understand like what a tree does, or a 

apple, is the purpose to make the silver, or is it to see the satisfaction of the silver in the 

essence of the emotion of the man. The teaching is not anymore cheating, you have 

done enough of it, it is time to move on. It's time to start developing, understanding the 

T in its true form, and add to it. Try to understand the interaction of the fields. Even if 

you put a tree leaf next to a Gans, what fields does that tree give, that your soul Cup or 

your STP takes that, it enhances it, or it diminishes it. It's not just if you put a leaf there, 

what does that leaf do?   (1:08). What is its job, or .. what we call a piece of vegetable, 

and does this vegetable have any effect on your Cup. What fields does it give, that your 

Cup absorbs, and you can have it. And what does it take from the Cup, then if you really 

look at it, it's this (draws 2 arrows going in opposite directions). In how we interact, in 

how we produce, in how we take from the fields of the U, the tree could be another 

planet, and the Cup another, and you are in-between the interaction of the fields. If you 

have found the strength of the field for mint on earth, billions of it is traveling right 

across the Universe today. Do you need to store the mint, or do you need to find water, 

somewhere to transfer it.  



 

The whole essence of the new teaching is for you to become detached from the matter 

state.  (1:10). If you are on one planet, and there is another planet, there is a field 

between these and billions of them floats the U, which is the strength of the love, care, 

devotion. It's not just created on Earth. What are you looking for? These Cups, if you 

look, I kept on telling you, look on the fields, and all you are interested, is in what is on 

the bottom I can take, and then I have done something.  

 

In so many ways, do you have your Cups, or are they planets? The fields still flow 

between them, and the strength you need. What we are trying to teach, what we are 

trying to take mankind into is, you are standing here, or you are standing here, or you 

take the Gans from here and use it. It should be no difference. Move away from 

physicality, and you become a free man of U. Shackle yourselves to Cups, and leaves, 

and animals. you have not moved, like Americans for 50 years. Mankind has not moved 

for billions of years. We have taught you the knowledge, which has not been open to 

mankind, now you have to understand, if there is a field the strength of this,  

(1:12). what happen to me if I do not know how to get it, I starve of it. But if I can 

tune in, with my thoughts, with what is the creator of me, in to the fields of the U, I 

can pick up and then I can break it down to my physicality to be fed. Because the 

interaction of the new fields with my fields of every cell, will feed it, because it is there 

to receive. You are still after Cups, tablets,  water and everything else.  

 

Ask NASA, can we live on the Moon? Are there any rivers there? Or do we start 

depleting the resources on this planet to be able to live on other places in the U. Have 

we become another .. Las Vegas, can we repeat it on the Moon, but where are we going 

to bring the water all the time. Where put the casinos. ..   and no gravitational field 

barrier that the Moon continuously gets hit by meteorites. the new space T has to solve 

the totality of the problems. and the   .. once the KS and those who are   .. you have to 

work within the parameters of the energies of the U. Their dynamic, their dynamism, 

their interaction to get what you want from it.   (1:14). How come on earth you get the 

soil, which is another combination of fields, we make a brick you make a building. How 

are we going to correct those fields which create the same condition but no physicality? 

How many times we have seen KS who walk away because they cannot comprehend it. 

How many times we have to go back in. Now you understand why keep on telling you, 

please do not get involved in the physicality.  

 

Look at the fields, now you understand why, because the Cups are the planetary 

systems, galaxies of the U, there is no difference between this one, and this one. As long 

as you are looking to collect Gans's you are in a heap of problems, as soon as you 

understand the field flow, you become the passengers of the U. And somehow I cannot 

get KS moving, unless we show it, and then they say, oh he kept the knowledge until he 

goes to Iran. If you are incapable of understanding the T, it's not my fault is it. Look at 

the fields and not the physical conditions,  (1:16).  then we start talking, then you start 

gradually becoming part of the U Community, part of understanding the strength of 

what you need for whatever, will come to be part of what so ever. The Cups, the coils, 

and everything else, it's just a gimmick.  

 

At the moment when we speak to the leading scientists around the world, they say, this 

cannot be, just putting 1 wire and creating CO2, this is all rubbish. Do you know why, 

because they never understood Iran is leading in Nano T. This N material creates 



unknown effects of the M fields of the U. The lack of knowledge has created the 

ignorance. How many of you have managed to explain this simple thing to anyone you 

teach, that once you have N it's a different story. Now you deal with M fields, and when 

you have Gans's you deal with free M fields. So how many of that have you put in there, 

how much have we taught you. You put this, you put there.  

 

We have a team of scientists working in one of the leading hospitals in Iran, they have 

been given a ward, they are there for a few weeks. What the guy says to me, Mr. Keshe 

we don't have as much success as before, when we started.  (1:18). I said, what have you 

done? You keep on loading Gans's on your patients. What's the property of the T of 

plasma? The stronger gives the to the weaker, till the weaker and the stronger become 

the same. What have you done with your patients, you plastered them with more Gans's, 

what has happened, now you created stronger fields, so they are matching fields, of 

course it doesn't work. Go back to Gans water, where you had a weaker and you 

depleted. What do you get? You are right Mr. Keshe, it start working again. It is 

working you haven't understood, because you are looking by Gans coverage, we are 

looking by field coverage.  

 

Try to move in understanding transfer of fields, not by rotating things, and expecting 

things … there is nothing wrong with T, except the lack of understanding of field 

motions. Try to move in the dimension where you understand fields only.  

Do you remember when we were young, of course that was centuries, maybe thousands 

of years ago.  (1:20). You remember they used to blindfold you, and give you an object 

to touch and say what it is? Now do the same, go for the essence of emotion, see what 

fields you absorb, and what does it say? We don't sit and watch, we watch not to sit, but 

through the STM, through the emotion of the fields. It's the same with everything, we 

watch things, in essence, we watch what is going on, and how it is, and how it feels, and 

it comes and what needs to be felt, because it is coming.  

 

This morning I was explaining  to the head of KF, that how the next generation of the 

children of the man have to brought up. No more the way you have done up to now, it 

will not work.  (1:22). If you are ?? creating children of this planet, yes, but if the 

children of the man, to go into the depth of space have to be taught a new knowledge, a 

new way, a new life, a new language, a new way to feed themselves, to communicate. 

Then the new generation become the generation of the U Community. the present 

generation has not heard, cannot accept, and they are too frightened to take the next 

step. But we can create children, we can develop conditions for upcoming children 

that they can live in both dimensions of physicality and the soul. In a way, the 

choice has been given, and all of it has been given in the teaching I have done in the 

past few weeks. You have to move on, and understand the field interaction and the 

containment of physicality, otherwise we are back in the same position for past billions 

of years. Till it shows somewhere, because they have done it, now it is acceptable, now 

it can be done. and you have all the knowledge the generation of the children of the 

man, have to be able to coexist in both dimensions.  (1:24). And this is the whole 

purpose of the new cycle, this is the purpose of all these teachings. We come from the 

environment of the water, into air, and we still carry on existing. Now we can do the 2 

together and exist in both dimensions. Because the knowledge has been given, it's up to 

you to use it. But you cannot do one without the other. Otherwise, you'll be always 

limping, one short of the other. The new generation of the children of the man, will have 

this capability to choose the dimension of existence. And it's all been taught. You want 



to feed your physicality through the mouth, in a physical dimension, or you want to feed 

it through the soul, which is the same ?? you choose. Do you want to go with the 

rockets for the past 50 years, like the man, like the monkey and land in the water, or go 

to the other dimension of understanding of the souls, and travel with the energy which is 

within the man. It's the creator of the man. Now you have both options, and not only 

options, you have the facility to live in both dimensions. When you want to enjoy the 

physicality of a love, you create yourself, and find a lover.  (1:26). And when you want 

to enjoy the physicality of the love in the essence of the soul with no tangibility, you 

choose that. Because the both strengths exists in the dimension of the creation.  

 

This is what for months I have been telling you, you can look at the fields, consider the 

fields, forget about the Cup, and the N material and the Gans's. You don't do, I still have 

to drag into it. You got to understand when you go into that dimension you see a 

different style of living, this is different type of living, you still enjoy the physicality, 

but you still play with the soul. But you still have to play the game of the physicality, 

because your partner is not mature to be at your level. In the future the generation of 

man, when you make love to your partner, you do both with the soul and the 

physicality, and you tell me what the pleasure will be. Because your physical part it still 

looks for satisfaction in physicality, where you are aware of the pleasure the level of the 

soul. When you hold your child and say to love her, do you do it with a physical word, 

or you get response back through her soul.  (1:28). The children of the new generation 

will have both. And our partners don't understand why we don't get physically excited, 

because we already have the excitement in the dimension of the soul. Handicapped by 

physicality. Yeah, what do they say, "why don't I feel it, I feel nothing," but you see the 

glow of the soul. Still like all of you, "I put the leaf there, but it doesn't show, where is 

the leaf." But the actual Cup has already exchanged everything with the leaf. The leaf is 

very satisfied, "leave me here I will exist forever."  

 

I have tried for many, many months, to push you away from physicality and you still 

bring the leaf. What about if you bring the love of that leaf? And you see who else can 

feel it.  (1:30). Or will they come as I said, mankind will go to a new dimension. Try to 

move on. Try to understand what it means to be in a new dimension, a new 

understanding. Do you need Gans's to enhance anything, or Gans's are just a reference 

point for you to be able to be within the fields of them, that you can progress. But you 

have to have both. You to understand that you need from now on,  (1:32). to have both, 

the physical satisfaction and the soul satisfaction. This is what we need to understand, 

where the mankind is …, where we are taking the Iranian space T into. Why, they say 

only in Iran? Because we tried every other nation, we saw nothing. Because the maturity 

of the time has come with those who have true, cycle of life, have matured. And you 

decide, do you want to receive that energy from a solar system, a Gans, or fields, which 

collectively, partially, can satisfy your need. Either way, the knowledge is in your hand.  

(1:34).  

 

Humble Yourself to Receive the Fields - Don't Need to Destroy Plant:  

 

If you want to satisfy your hunger, why don't you, why can't you, why mankind has not 

even understood, a simple teaching, become humble, reduce the fields of your inner 

strength, low enough, that the other fields of the U will feed you. What is hard about it, 

you go and cut a, god knows, a herb or a plant to satisfy it. Or you create that condition 

to receive the energy from that plant and a herb. You do not need to eat it. You do not 



need to destroy it. Mankind has to move to the next step. Or you are in for an absolutely 

rough time.  

Not Much Time to Mature - Corona Closing In: 

 

You see, humanity has to mature,  (1:36). and do not have much time. Corona will get 

your physicality, and the rest will go with the soul. Or mankind can mature to the point 

that can use the energies of Corona to extend his knowledge and understanding, and use 

his energy for the enhancement of the humanity. At the moment man has come and 

surrendered to it.  

Any other question?  

 

Q: .. if we manage to become humble enough and we reach the bandwidth of the Inertia 

of the stone, and we manage to connect to the soul of the stone, we will have access to 

all the fields, and at the same time,  (1:38). we increase or raise our own bandwidth and 

we are able to reach more deeply the U Community, but the humbleness cannot exist 

without the inner strength of the soul which is love. Thank you .. man still has to learn 

the strength. .. Does man have to be in total detachment to achieve that?  

 

Detachment and How it Saved the Foundation:  

 

K- In so many ways, yes, but whatever we detach ourselves, we get attached to 

something else, as it is a part of confirmation of our existence. Or we choose to be 

attached to something else that it brings us that point of understanding, we are still 

attached to. To be detached needs a lot of strength and it needs a lot of determination, 

and once you become the habit, you live through it. And then you reach different level 

of understanding, and in a way you might mature to the point of understanding the 

totality.  And when you become detached, anything which might happen around you, 

you do not need to be involved in it. The detachment keeps you detached, and keeps 

you safe from it. You wanting it or not. It will come to you that way.  (1:40). Does not 

matter what everything else, or anybody else do, if your point of life is serving, it 

doesn't matter what people do around you, the fields of the emotion, and the fields of 

the soul bring you to the point to be where you are at peace. You are given the gift to 

live, or those who try to harm you, through the souls, find themselves harmed, or find 

themselves not to be able to do harm. Listen to the teaching on, if it is released, by 

Universal Council meeting, how KF was set to be destroyed, well planned. Our purpose 

was serving, their purpose was to destroy. We didn't do, we carried on working, and in 

time they turned themselves in, they turned their own position back. They spent years 

planning to destroy the Foundation, 4 years, 5 years, 6 years step by step. Step by step. 

But we spent the past 4 or 5 years serving, teaching. And none of you understand, you 

just come and go, but because we are in that state of mind, we work to serve, we live. 

We don't live on what we call, hermits and poverty life, we live a good life,  (1:42). 

because the Foundation works to create that condition, and those who betrayed or 

whatever they planned, they served themselves their own way. Very soon I will 

disclose, the way I disclosed the U Council, how the Foundation was set to be toppled 

over and be handed over to what I call, satanic groups. Well planned within the 

structure, but our souls did not need to know. They brought themselves to it. Because I 

don't spend time to damage, I spend time to serve. I ask, if I am given, it's there to take. 

I asked, I receive if it is for me to receive. And it's the holder who has to accept. This is 

part of what you have to understand in all the teachings. I don't go and take, I ask. I ask 

to serve, and I have been given the chance to serve. And the power of it is detachment. 



Because I knew the strength of attachment.  (1:44). When you are attached and don't 

detach, it pulls you back in again. And because you let yourself to be detached, now you 

know you can be attached, you become better at it, till the point when you become 

totally detached, then the cycle starts. Detachment is not throwing everything out the 

window, as they say, the baby with the bath. But understanding what is to be, what is 

needed to be, to achieve that detachment. And then whatever comes to you is not 

attachment, it's a gift to you, for being detached, in a way, it's an existence of 

confirmation, a confirmation of existence in all dimensions. Very soon I will explain 

how detachment has saved the Foundation. Those who thought they can takeover and 

control and destroy whatever was built by all of you Knowledge Seekers,  (1:46). 

because they got too attached to a few things and promises of themselves. If you can 

become detached the way I am, then you reach the point that you can be attached to one 

thing, and that's your soul, and the destiny which the soul has set for you. As I was 

talking to head of KF in China, Wang Lyn, as we always say, we are just actors in the 

set, but the rest comes by the souls.  

Any other question? 

 

How Do We Feel the fields: 

 

Q: How do we observe field motions, and ..  (1:48). how do we sense, see, or feel the 

fields? 

K- I had this thrown at me this morning, you are the second one. "I don't feel anything. I 

don't understand," and then you say to them, did you have Corona? Did you use the 

Gans's, did it help get rid of the pain? "Yes." So did you feel anything with it. But how 

did the pain of the Gans (virus) go? You receive when you need, according to what you 

need, and then you see the effect of it. If you are sitting there and feeding something, 

become a hermit and join the temples in India. One day the wind must blow. You are 

waiting to hear with a voice, where your soul has already heard the emotion, the fields 

of it.  

 

Q: .. when you talk about emotion, are you saying intuition, is our intuition one and the 

same as our emotion?  (1:50). 

K- Not really, it's part of your emotion, it's part of the fields. Everything you feel, .. 

sense, .. which is within dimension of understanding of the man, has a field strength. 

Try to understand the interaction of the fields and if that field can help you in the matter 

state with your pain, your Corona, and you loose your pain, then try to understand the 

extension of that field in other parts of your life. Then you feel it, .. understand it. When 

you are not thirsty, I can put jugs and glasses and tons of water in front of you. You 

only take water when you are thirsty.  (1:52).  

 

Your Soul Protects You   

 

You see when the souls are in motion, and they know that you might suffer from 

something which is not to do with you, they bring something for you to be able to 

bypass, to not to feel the pain which has been created to damage. These are gifts which 

the mankind receives, and because he has no knowledge of it, he cannot acknowledge it. 

They planned, they set out, immaculately planned months and years before to harm. But 

the soul is aware of it, and in that process the soul as it knows you are there, will bring a 

condition for you not to feel, not to be harmed by it. And if mankind understands this, 

leaves his life in the hand, and through the work of his own understanding and inner 



existence. And then we get what we have with the Iranian, some of the Iranian team, 

speaking about,  (1:54).  "oh, he cannot speak about this." If you are ignorant to the 

knowledge of creation it's not my fault. It's you trying to be, ignorance of your own 

existence.   

I think taking a break as is tradition with us.. (1:56).  

Advertisement for KF Store.. 2:03   

 

R- show photo you sent …  

K- Do we have anyone from the Iranian team who can explain.  (2:04).  

 

KS Working in Hospitals in Iran: 

  

Photo of 3 Iranians in leading hospital in Iran.  

They sleep in the hospital to save lives, they have put the life of themselves in a highly 

contagious area, ahead of the others to serve them. And the uniform, clothes has been 

made for them to be safe. This is where the KF operates, within the structure of the 

hospitals in Iran. These are the KS who know the dangers of Corona and they trust in 

the T and they live in the hospitals …  (2:06). and they are saving lives, day and night in 

the wards they have been given, and even in the wards which they are not supposed to 

be in. The ward was totally emptied last week and they have to give them new patients. 

This is what the new T has brought, no masks, and you can see . their clothing was 

made by the KS of Iran, it was a gift, it was taken to the hospital and given to the KS.  

And they proudly wear the KF logo.   

 

Iranian Media Has to Decide about KF 

 

At this moment of time the Iranian media is entangled with what to do with the KF, and 

in the next few days, maybe by Monday, Tuesday we'll see the position where 

government and the Iranian nation have taken in respect to the KF. And as you see, 

serving humanity comes in different shapes and forms.  (2:08). In so many ways, these 

3 guys collectively with the others, how many children, father are home that they can 

enjoy life. The Corona in Iran has taken a strong hold in the second cycle and in this 

hospital, where they are, in the other wards, which KF is not operating, still under the 

trial, between 8 to 10 people a day, die from it, as we have been told. This is where what 

it call the science and T meets the politic.  

  

Media Makes Accusations Against One Cup - by Office of President: 

  

And the Iranian media, about 3 days ago released on prime time, prime channel, of Iran, 

the video of the production of One Cup One Life, with accusations. And now the truth 

known by the broadcasting authorities, has brought a big question mark on the 

credibility on the legitimacy and on the office of the president of Iran, Ayatollah 

Rohanni of Iran, because this was done deliberately to damage, where the lives are 

saved. as now it is in the hands of the media, putting the KF face to face with the office 

of the president,  (2:10). and the position of the president taking to hide one of the 

technologies, which is saving thousands of lives in Iran. And you will understand within 

the next few days how the position will be, as the offices of Sepah and Iranians 

leadership, his Eminence Ayatollah of Iran offices, supporters have stood behind the 

KF. We have become a critical ball in Iran, and in the next few days we understand the 

position. There is one way, and one way only for KF Iran, is to serve the nation. Then 



the nation has to decide what to do with this president. We are not in the game of 

politic, we are in the game of supporting the nation in the time of trouble, and the 

children of the nation are helping to save the nation. Playing the One Cup OL on a 

prime new time, on a prime channel, trying to sideline the efforts of the KF, and the 

Iranian leadership has backfired for the president. We'll let you know next week,  

(2:12). how and where, and the way this game will be played. You got to understand, 

the way Iranian media ha snow been shown the video, and people can see how their 

lives, and they are reporting how their lives have been saved. Take position and side, on 

the side of the KF, resignation of Ayatollah Rohanni becomes imminent, because now it 

shows, knowing a T, saving lives, he has failed to serve his nation. But the ?? eyes is in 

the hands of the Iranian authorities, we are not in the game of politic, we are in the game 

of science, T, and saving the nation. But the implication of this, once the media decides 

which way to go, if they go the way of the KF, the T will come into nationally open to 

the rest. Many hospitals are defying the health authorities, many authorities are defying 

health authorities, and using the Gans's to save, and many people are doing it 

themselves. And we wait for the outcome. In this hospital as you see KF KS by 

invitation of the head of the hospital, backing of one of the leading universities in Iran 

will show what will come out next week. As we did not ask to be put on television. 

President Rohanni decided to go for the KF. As I said many weeks ago,   (2:14) the 

position of the Iranian president A R is untenable, and this is a clear indication and we 

stand by the Office of his Eminence Ayatollah of Iran in serving the nation.  

Any other question?  

 

Q: need Spanish translator .. (2:16);  

(this question and confusion goes on for quite awhile… down to 2:26) 

About the Protocols ..  p 46. to reverse Calcification of the brain cells. 

 

(2:18). p 46 of Scientific Paper on Corona.  

Q:  30% Gans solution , use of Mg tablet … 

K- the process is very simple. you need .9  %   if you make the salt, that's the saltwater 

you make yourself.  (2:20).  Unless you make  ? in Cup 1 you can use it. It's very 

straight forward 

you have to make the water which is 0.9 % salt in it. which is  salt in the human blood.  

R-  

K- 

 

(2:22).  

 

(2:26). R- Maybe I can help, the qu .. the difference between these 2 statements, 50% 

CL Gans 1 of itself, and 50% CL Gans. what's the difference .. 

 

K- It's the CL Gans, we take 50% Gans, let's say if you have a 100ml you add another 

100ml to it of water, or Gans Water, of the Cup 1, and that mixture is used for the next 

stage. Because the confusion comes as you are not, we work on the ratio of the Gans to 

the water, this is how plasma T works. If you have 300ml Gans,  (2:28).  and 700ml 

water has a different strength than if you have 500ml of Gans and 500ml water, the 

energy transfer when you use it, is different. this comes from a lock of .. information 

from the part of the reader. It goes by order of magnitude by presence of Gans, which 

means, this understanding, if I understand it correctly, is this. If you have a liter of water 

in both cases, and here you have 300ml of Gans, and here you have the same water but 



you have 500ml of Gans, this one (300ml) is weaker than this one (500ml). Because the 

energy transfer from this and this is different. This is why when we have a human body 

we put the patches of 2:1 for example. This one is 200ml and this one 100ml, the energy 

transfer in presence of Gans by order of magnitude is bigger, so it tried to do this 

(Infinity Loop between). This is why in these Cups we presume the person who reads it 

already understood the principle of plasma T. And somewhere in that paper it has been 

explained.  (2:30).  Spanish translation … (2:34). ..  

 

Living in Space without Oxygen - transfer Fields: 

 

Q: I realize as I am speaking, many times I am not breathing as you just said, you 

acquire energy. Is that true? 

K- In a way, gradually you could do. this is what we say, we have never given birth in 

the space. Mankind is not aware of birth in the space. We have never had a passenger 

for a man of space to be free in the space. We always have made assumptions, or to be 

creating new generation of children that can live in both areas. The way now we come 

from the womb of the mother and we live in air condition, our body has adapted to that. 

would we, do we need an option to live in the space. Or fear of unknown is keeping us 

in this clothing. In the time to come, would we feed of what we need as O, but take the 

energies of O in the spaces of the U to live the life. And the moment our lungs come 

into operation, and the heart, in the cause of small valve, changes to breathing air. 

Would mankind,  (2:36). when it becomes men of space, switches the energy for the 

physicality taken by the soul, that we do not die from lack of O, but we still carry the 

same body, but the soul receives the energy and transfers it across to our physicality to 

live. We are in a point of unknown, we are at this point in the world of science, that we 

might loose people in the space because they cannot breath. But those KS who have 

learned, or the new generation of children to be born of man, will be looked after in a 

different way, to be able to live in both dimensions. As we are born from the womb of 

the mother in the environment of liquid we come to environment of air, and switch in 

the dimension of physicality, now that we are aware and we can move into the next 

level of understanding our own creation, would our central energy point, which does not 

depend on the physical receiving O, but works through the fields, will accept the 

responsibility of keeping the physicality alive by giving it, its energy, in the level of O, 

that the lungs or the body can operate, and the lung becomes a standby. All the time we 

are in the womb of the mother, our lung is on a standby. Developing, being ready, we 

move within the womb of the mother,  (2:38). for 9 months and then suddenly we 

switch to O, we get our lungs kicked in, is the next level of the understanding of the 

man of the space T. kicks the central energy or the ?? of the body of the man, we call it 

a soul, to start taking the energy which converts back to the level where the man can 

live without O in the space. And the answer is yes. The same will be fed in the 

environment of the space, but we will loose a lot of things which we are used to, 

because we don't have a need for it.  

 

It's there, in case, if we go to the position of wanting to take a physical food. Mankind 

has to learn the new era of space and joining the U Community. And this will bring a lot 

of changes. We are preparing you for a space flight in conjunction with scientists who 

understand this T. Who understand the way the U works, and not those who have 

guessed and worked, and now they have been their ?? territory.  

Q: Is this why in some parts of Middle East babies are born under water and they don't 

cry,   (2:40). they just swim in the water and keep on living outside of the womb? 



K- Russians have been working on this for a long time. Russian scientists have been 

giving birth to the children in the bath water and they have become like a fish. Because 

they come from the water and they carry on to the water. And now that we have 

developed in the science of space, we go back to a new way. this is a knowledge of 

space, on Earth you carry on breathing air. In space, we have to learn a new way, there 

is no air.  

 

We (are) kept in the village of Earth, or we understand the science of U, and as part of 

the U Community we become educated and change to the, what we call transmutation 

of elements. We have no choice, otherwise we are prisoners of this little island of Earth 

in the ocean of the U. We have no choice, and the knowledge has been given for man to 

be able to take that step. Doesn't matter how much you shout and cry, the time has 

come, and the man will do. To what extent we get a bunch of people who try to stop, 

that's a different position. The truth cannot be changed. The whole U works on principle 

of the knowledge of the plasma T, transmutation of elements, transfer of energy through 

field transfer, and not through power stations and everything else.  (2:42).  

 

One of the things you will see in the new EU, this is what we do. We don't work 

through the electric current to run things, we work through plasma transfer voltages that 

we need. The new EU is a massive breakthrough in the world of science. A new way, a 

new energy, understanding of energy, transfer of energy. We work within the plasma T. 

Do I need electric current? No. Do we understand the plasma T, how plasma in the U 

works? Mankind hasn't understood yet. You will see it work in the systems we have.  

 

Q: .. the antidote of how Tesla was born. apparently he was born on a ship coming over 

from Venus and went through a sort of storm, and so for him not to have any problems 

he given in adoption to a couple, I think it was in Austria. they left him there to be 

adopted.  

K- I don't know I will tell you when I meet Tesla, I'll ask him.  (2:44).  

Q; He certainly had quite a bit of all this knowledge. 

K- … If you understood the science of M field transfer as plasma, you would have 

understood, it doesn't need much to understand the work of Tesla.  

Q: .. what is the plasma transfer method, where can we learn about this? 

K- KF technology, simple, where, what do we say plasma? Plasma is a collection of the 

M fields in motion together. Earth itself in the structure, is a plasma. The sun is a 

plasma, your ?? cell, which has made your hair, or your toe, or your heart is all plasma. 

Different amount different measures.   (2:46).  

Q: This is how Tesla managed to light up bulbs which were planted in the Earth, 100 

meters away, just by irradiation of this energy, and the bulbs lighting up in the middle 

of nowhere. 

K- Once you know how to walk, you can jump, you can dance you can hop. And Tesla 

understood the consequence. You see the biggest problem with our KS in the world of 

science in the KF is a huge gap of knowledge. Because our lives, physical life, 

operation of our soul, and the whole U works on the basis of the plasma flow, M field 

flow in a plasmatic condition. No attachment but attached to the strength of the point of 

need. There the life is , become dependent on a current flow, which is physical matter. 

And this is where the true problem has been created for mankind for decades. Where 

Tesla even understood, partially, he didn’t understand in total. And what he understood,  

(2:48). he played a lot of gimmicks, a lot of games with it, to make people understand or 

see. This is the difference between Tesla, went to an extent, that he converted 



everything into a matter energy to show. Where we at the KF, we stick to the transfer of 

the energy  through the plasma, the field flow of universal dimension. We don't go 

down to the matter state, and this is where all the problems sits. You all want to see a 

light bulb, .. a power generator which lights up a light. We produce a power generator 

which feeds the body of the man. So which one is which? And this is where the 

confusion sits. There are 2 different currencies, one is a dollar, and one is a Euro. They 

have different ?? bases country of work, but in a way, the end of it, the electric current 

is a lower dimension and strength of the plasma itself. Once the KS understands it, 

they'll fly with it. This is what I said, the story of the Cup. As long as our KS don't 

understand this is a cup, and you have 2 metals,  (2:50). and you just a N coated, this is 

not anymore matter state, now in here is a plasma state. When they don't understand ?/ 

they say, oh, there is something wrong here. No, because you haven't understood, now 

the atom on the surface of this material is free, so it can interact with ???   that's all, so 

who is wrong. The lack of understanding of the KS, or the truth about the knowledge?   

Any other question? 

 

(2:52). Q: (goes on for 10 minutes K doesn't understand .. more like comment) .. I have 

been thinking about these Cups, they seem to have a common element, I am trying to 

understand them better .. would it be the same as nature, like you have the stones which 

give to the plants, and the plants give to the animals, has it got something to do with 

that? Where they exist for each other in harmony?  and also it's like if we are attached to 

nature, nature reveals itself , so it's difficulty for me to explain … its like if you think 

about a green car you want to buy, all of sudden you find yourself noticing that green 

car in all different places. And it's .. sort of like .. feels   (2:54). .. something to do with 

how I am .. perceiving it like in that way. … worked in a factory .. little frog came into 

the factory.. he looked at me, and I looked at him, we connected,.. like we knew each 

other …becoming one.  I think that has something to do with the Cups, they share like 

the plants and the animals and us as humans we share a common element in us like Fe, 

that kind of thing,   (2:56). would I be wrong in perceiving it like that ?  other question, 

when I .. not just about detachment. in the dream state I don't know if it ever happens to 

you, but you can detach yourself, sometimes you can do it willingly, .. it happens from 

time to time. you can detach and travel.. would that be something that .. is that what you 

mean by detachment, or is it a different way of looking at it.  .. to see the fields between 

the plants and animals .. detachment in dream state ….?   (2:58).  

K- I really don't understand what you are trying for me to explain? 

Q; detachment .. being able to travel would the detachment in the dream state, would 

that be similar when you mean you can travel the depths of space. would that be 

something similar? 

K- I don't understand what you are trying to get at. 

Q: I have experienced in dream state … (3:00).  

K- I don't understand, I can't make any comments on that 

 

R- That is not the kind of detachment K is talking about , at the time. He was talking 

about in the body and detaching from consideration of things, environment, conditions 

and so on, while you are still awake. correct Mr. Keshe ? 

K- Yes I think you are correct.  

R- You talked about the horizontal position it is easier to travel , maybe that is what he 

is talking bout. 

K- travel we are talking about 2 different things.   (3:02).  

Q; .. zero-time communication is this the language of telepathy you are referring to? 



K- Zero-time communication means what I said.   where you understand, it doesn't 

necessarily mean words.     

(Rick take over for a second ..  )  

Q;  .. don't understand   (3:04). 

Q:  . we are facing our immortality, detachment is our only tool? 

R- …  

 

How to Capture Loose Fields in the Universe: 

  

Q: .. speaking at the soul level, how do we capture these fields loose in the U and 

organize or manipulate them for the desired result, is it possible to explain? 

K- The body itself captures it according to its needs.  (3:06). we do it everyday. If you 

go back to the original teaching, we capture or we receive 80% of our daily need energy 

from the atmosphere around us. We are not just a body on its own, that we just eat food 

and we go, we interact with the environment, in scientific language you call it, aura. 

Where does the aura come from, it's the same as the sun, the sun interacts with the earth 

and creates the light. So the interaction of the fields of our body creates that aura, that 

heat, that emission. So the aura is not one-way, the body receives energy fields and it 

gives energy fields, and in that process, we have always been that way. Because if you 

think of the amount of energy we consume, even to breath on a regular basis, the 

amount of energy we use to think, to digest, is far more than 2,500 calories a day. The 

balance is 2 to 2.5, most probably we use 10 to 20,000 calories overall but we don't 

count it. So it is the same that now we push more towards the soul, towards more central 

energy that we take the barriers off. In a way we take off the peels of the onion and we 

go to the center of it.  (3:08). And now the interaction is with the mass center. So we 

pick what we want, or we extend that level of the inner energy source to go beyond the 

boundary of the physical body. That's all, then we receive different information without 

interference of the physical structure of the brain of man and the cell.   

 

Any other question? 

 

Q; ..  with everything you said today, look at those beautiful souls that we saw from the 

image of the Iranian people in the hospital. How much of their interaction, of the 

Helium they produce is through their soul, is the soul interaction  .. together as one and 

also with the Gans to actually heal these people from the virus?   (3:10).  

K- It is, some of them, I think, don't even look at it that way. They are there with a wish 

and with a sincerity to serve those that are sick, who are weaker than themselves, and 

they can't do, very much like the nurses do. But this new group of, what I call, KS, they 

serve with the new tools, maybe, because they make the Gans's themselves in the 

hospital and give people, part of their soul is with it, and the wishes of it. We done that 

in the new EU, it's been built that way. The history of the making of the EU is recorded 

in step by step, and in it you will see and understand, in the future when it opens up. 

How we have developed and put things in it, that is not tangible, and that's what we 

said, the systems we make cannot be replicated. Because there are so many universal 

technologies, which is not known, is implemented, even the people who are using it or 

building it don't understand.  

Q: Do the fields, the field interactions are happening spontaneously, is a constant 

emotion, motion constant  .. 

K- Yeah, there is, of course. .. Has anybody even thought why do we die at a given 

point in time. Or is it just a physical interaction and it stops in 1 second? Or is it a 



communication with the STP,  (3:12). and STM that handover time, where the universal 

field forces accept the freedom of the STM from his physical prison. It's like when you 

stand outside when the prisoner is released. You are aware it's the day to be released, 

you go and wait outside. Or the person is in the hospital and you know it is their day of 

release, he's coming out so I am going to be there.  

Q: So thoughts and intentions are very powerful and that constant flow of emotion is 

what connects us all to everything we do, everything that we are? 

K- In a way.   

Q: So once you learn this beautiful knowledge you have given, that knowledge is within 

you, you can't ?? back and forward in that ??  

K- In so many ways, that knowledge has always been with us, we tried and because of 

?? understanding it we ignored it. 

Q: I think … humanity comes to understand it, that forgetting  .. starting to come back 

in a very big way … 

Q: Is this also the experience when the Near Death experiences people have?   (3:14). 

When they are received by a near acquaintance and they tell them they have to go and 

finish their work down on Earth? 

K- Near-Death experiences are part of the physical structure, and we only make the trip 

one way, or do we make the trip everyday, every time we go to sleep. Does our soul 

send back to the body, because we are connected, go home. Or when we become 

conscious of that return we call it, Near-Death experience? How come we don't call it 

Near-Death experience when we dream? Death for us is a separation form physicality, 

and don't we separate every night when we go to sleep. 

Q; So most people are unaware of that situation, they actually, they separate from the 

body every night,  (3:16). or every time they go into the dream state, or they go into the 

U, they're unaware that they are actually separated from their physical bodies, and 

become a traveler of the U.  

K- In a way, we are travelers of the U. 

Q: So does the U Community sit within us? 

K- Are we part of the U Community? We don't want to accept. 

Q: .. for me, we is yes .. and I think through the understand that you taught, .. it's there 

throughout the souls that have heard you speak, heard your intentions. 

K- We are all passengers of the U, we have been, but we choose to live within the 

physical reality of this planet.  

Q: As you said we enjoy our physicality, we enjoy it so much that we decide to stay. 

K- Yeah, for the time being, but now the man has an option to extend that leaving of the 

physicality.  

Q: ..  in a few dimensions of thoughts, intentions, and choice 

K- In everything, in all dimensions. the new generation of the children of this planet and 

the U, for the first time, as I have said many times before,  (3:18). have not the choice to 

live both dimensions, by choice. Isn't this what we call the "fountain of youth." When 

you appear in another position you are time zero, because that time starts from that 

point. 

Q: at that point you can be any point .. time outside this planet doesn't exist, so that 

means you could be at any point in any moment.  

K- Time in that position depends, this is what I explained, in our solar system 1 year of 

earth is suddenly months of Saturn. What is it, is it the same time or is it a different 

time. So in the U 1 year of us is the seconds of the people who are passengers and they 

time it by the rotation of the U, if you call it that way. If you understand this, this is 

what I explained in many of the private teachings, when you look into the skies and you 



say there is such, light  . and such a such a thing, .is a manifestation , but you call it a 

UFO. For you it has been there for tens of thousands of years, for it, it just arrived. 

These are the dimensions that mankind has to understand. We have timed everything 

according to our understanding.  (3:20). It takes us 365 days to go around our Sun. to 

our time to our sunrise and sunset. What is the age and time when our galaxy takes to 

take a full turn around back into the same position. How many billion years that year is? 

And where does out time fit into this. Mankind has to open his eyes to new dimensions 

of understanding time and place. If you take in the time and space of the U, it is zero for 

mankind, when you are traveler of the U.  

Q:  … the travelers of the U who visit us have the ability to know many things, we are 

unaware of, that could be that zero time communication.  …   

so the knowledge is transferred  

K- yeah.   (3:22).  

Q: it will be interesting when we interact with the UC… 

K- the thing is we already are in touch and interact with the UC it's just we are not 

aware of it, we don't want to confirm it. The confirmation of it, for man for man will 

bring a new breakthrough. This is  . there is an understanding of the Austrian mentality, 

this is the part of the real life in Austria as we are talking about it some times ago. In 

Austria, things exist, but if you don't look at it, it doesn't exist, but it I still there. So it's 

there, we decided to ignore it till to the time we want to admit it. …  It's there but it 

doesn't exist … 

the same is the UC they are sitting there, they never been   .. they are part of us, part of 

the knowledge the man has gained comes from the UC.  

Q:  that interaction  …   what you focus on is what you intend to receive?  

K- In a way. We decide, we want to admit, we want to accept.  (3:24).   

Q: So it just an opening up of the fields … 

K- In so many ways, but sometimes we don't want to accept the truth. because it is 

easier to live with what we have. We don't have the understanding of the Universal 

Knowledge, .. the U Community advancements, so we tend to ignore it. It does not 

mean they have not been, they have not shared knowledge with mankind. Mankind has 

been deaf to it, because it doesn't make any difference, cannot be. this is what I 

explained many times. When the guy went to Russia and came back to Iran, the guy say, 

you know they have a metal thing, a bird, that it flies. They laughed at him, said, are 

you crazy. Months later it turned up, it was an aircraft, now mankind could fly. But that 

time people couldn't accept. How much knowledge we should be told up to now, 

because we can't accept, we deny it, we ignore in. Are we in this position now in Iran, 

we see these guys saving lives. the president because he doesn't take the bribes, says it 

doesn't exist, and it's a fairytale. And the funny thing is, half of the Iranian Parliament, 

Cabinet, Ministers and their families use it. It's become, what I call, "Christianity of 

Mithraism."   (3:26). The Romans, were aware of God and they didn't want to be for 

their citizens. because it kept them elite, they believed in something from the skies, and 

their citizens believed in statues and all sorts of things. Until their citizens decided to 

get it, and go for it, and then they built up what we call the Christianity. And they made 

up, very much a lot of it made up to fit what the rulers, the Romans believed in as the 

Emperors. It's a, one of the KS sent me a beautiful message and if you don't understand 

both sides of the fence what they are talking about, to you it is a bit … in the dark, but if 

you are Christians, and you believed in the 15th of August was the Ascension of Mary. 

But go into the Zoroastrian calendar and see what happens on the 15th of August. It's 

not coincidental is it.   (3:28). Again the Zoroastrian calendar event matches into 

Christianity. When you make something, you can make as much as you like and if it is 



??   They just change it to fit, go and check how the Catholic structure came and has 

belief in the Creator and not the statue. So we were aware of it. But who brought the 

understanding of the Creator? Or of God or whatever? Was it by a thought of one or 

was it brought to man to understand, and ?? the rest were not sharing with.   

 

We are part of the UC, we have been part of the UC. We are made of it  …  now we are 

opening the door for you to see with your own knowledge. It is nothing new.  (3:30). 

But you have to put mankind through a process of teaching that he understands 

physically how that then he can goes backwards to it, where he wanted to be. I tried to 

explain a lot of things which falls within understanding the structure of understanding 

the totality. But we have to gradually accept that we are part of it, and it is part of us.  

Q: when you explain it like this ..     (3:32). ..  

K- I think we have to understand, that through the T wee understand the whole 

structure. But we approach it in different ways until the majority takes hold, majority 

rules by it and lives by it.  

Q; So you keep talking about the fields, .. Gans T started to teach so we can make the 

fields particular way …   

How do we attract it to ourselves in a beautiful way? 

K- In the new EU people will feel Gans strength fields that they never knew. It's a new 

understanding of T, which we do not reveal publicly because mankind is not ready for 

it. But when you enter, when you come encounter,  (3:34). the fields of these new 

systems it will hit you, very hard. Up to now the Gans's were for you .. 

carries powers beyond the imagination of mankind. It's a breakthrough in the science to 

you, but it's a common knowledge to us. And in many teachings in the past 7 years I 

have taught it. It's actually in the books written years ago. but you don't understand it. 

It's in the patent …  

it's a punch that will bring the STM to confirmation of his own existence.  

 

(3:36).  

 

(3:38).  

 

(3:40).  

Q:  

(3:42). 

 

Is that correct? 

K- Yes if that is your wish, but do you understand how to do?  (3:44). But would it 

satisfy what you need.  .. if people think when this knowledge is understood they can sit 

and honey and milk comes and they do nothing, how do you do nothing. All beings are 

busy, we go to work, do the cats go to work, do the fish go to work. We have created 

that environment of working and doing things. Would we go to work or we become 

gallanting around the U. It's us who has to decide, okay I receive enough energy I don't 

need to do anything, because now I get it, I can travel anywhere because now I know 

how to do it. What's next. What is the real purpose of the existence with it.  

 

(3:46).    

 

K- thank you very much for today .. 



we hope to see many of you in Linz Austria to see evolution of science,  . The Chicago 

Fare was a break through for what we call electric current, showing the light bulbs .  

(3:48).  

 

(3:50).  

 

342 KSW  (3:52) . 
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